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The jungles of Costa Rica have been producing cacao, the raw ingredient of chocolate, for more than 3,000 years, yet no one in the country was making quality chocolate until 2007 when journalist George Soriano and historian Julio Fernandez Amon started Sibu Chocolate.

“The idea behind Sibu is to help create a more diversified economy for a developing country like Costa Rica by focusing on making fine finished products instead of just producing raw materials,” George explains. “Why export cacao beans at market prices so others can process them into chocolate when we can do it right here?”

Well, there was one reason. In 2007 neither George nor Julio knew how to make fine chocolate. However, intensive study with master chocolatiers in France and Italy gave them the skills and experience they were lacking. “Everything can go wrong with chocolate,” Julio says. “It’s not an art. It’s a science.”

The skills they acquired in Europe are apparent in Sibu’s ever-evolving line of hand-made, premium quality chocolates available at select stores and hotels in Costa Rica and on the Sibu website. I know because I tasted every single one of them during a delicious afternoon spent with George and Julio, and their chocolate lab Mocachino, at Sibu’s traditionally-designed veranda café and tasting area and petite chocolate cottage workshop where every morsel is made.

But don’t take my word for it. Sibu chocolates also have the taste test seal of approval from Costa Rica’s President Laura Chinchilla who has been known to present visiting dignitaries with Sibu chocolates.

However, great taste was never the sole goal of Sibu, which was named after an indigenous God who spread the seeds of life to create all the plants and animals on earth. “Our chocolate is sourced from a certified organic farm which also is certified sustainable by the Rainforest Alliance,” explains George. That means that no pesticides or agrochemicals were used to cultivate the cacao, workers are well paid and have access to education and health care and the practices on every farm keep environmental impact in mind.

Next what Sibu makes and where you can find them...
Even Sibu’s flavor combinations (ginger, anise, real vanilla, coconut) are achieved using fresh, local ingredients from small organic farmers in the area whenever possible. Sibu workers, who are all hired from local towns and villages, also make elegant truffle boxes by hand using cacao fiber and recycled paper. Carbon emissions produced by Sibu delivery vehicles are offset through a tree planting program. And donations from the sale of Sibu chocolate bars have funded a wetland restoration project being undertaken by the Fundacion Neotropica and the Cacao Research Program of Costa Rica’s Center for Tropical Agricultural and Higher Learning.

Since debuting five years ago, Sibu has paved the way for other organic chocolate makers and cacao growers in Costa Rica so George and Julio continue to innovate to stay in front of the growing pack. This year their focus is on making their own traditional chocolate pots called chocolateras and wooden mixing tools called molinillos to be used with their delicious drinking chocolate which, after all, is how chocolate was first consumed.

**Plan Your Visit**

**Location:** Sibu is located in San Isidro de Heredia less than 10 miles from the center of the capital, San Jose, and just off Highway 32 which leads to the Caribbean coast—perfect for a day trip from the city or as a stopover on your way to the beach.

**Tours:** Half day private tours (in English or Spanish) are lead by George and Julio and include the history of chocolate, tastings of Sibu products, demonstrations of artisan chocolate techniques and lunch ($40 per person, reservations required, info@sibuchocolate.com).